In my dream school, all our teachers are kind and they can organize travels and days out for us.

We rarely have sanctions for the school rules: teachers forbid pupils to be late, pupils must learn their lessons but teachers allow pupils to eat chewing-gum in class!!!

About the dress code: pupils don’t have to wear a uniform, they just have to be correctly dressed.

About our homework: we seldom have exercises and we always learn our lessons.

Timetable: we start quite late (9.30-10.30), we finish generally early, and we have got two breaks of thirty minutes and one hour for lunch break. We have got five school subjects but there are two hours a week to work on our favourite subject with a teacher.

The subjects we have to do are: Mathematics, French, English, History/Geography and a lot of sport. In our school there is, of course, a swimming pool, a sport stadium and a gymnasium for training.

So, in my dream school, we are not always tired and when we go out, in the afternoon, we still have a lot of energy to do extra scholar activities.
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